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Abstract 
 
During the recent years, computer performance has increased dramatically. To measure 
the performance of computers, benchmarks are ideal tools. Benchmarks exist in many 
areas and point to different applications. For instance, in a normal PC, benchmarks can be 
used to test the performance of the whole system which includes the CPU, graphic card, 
memory system, etc. For multiprocessor systems, there also exist open source benchmark 
programs. In our project, we gathered information about some open benchmark programs 
and investigated their applicability for evaluating embedded multiprocessor systems 
intended for radar signal processing. During our investigation, parallel cluster systems 
and embedded multiprocessor systems were studied. Two benchmark programs, HPL and 
NAS Parallel Benchmark were identified as particularly relevant for the application field. 
The benchmark testing was done on a parallel cluster system which has an architecture 
that is similar to the architecture of embedded multiprocessor systems, used for radar 
signal processing.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The performance of high performance computer systems can be tested by benchmarks on the 
basis of high-performance and scientific workloads. This technology has become a mainstay of 
computer architecture research. As a result of the fast and increasingly diversified development 
of computers, the creation of a suitable set of available benchmarks has become an essential, 
controversial and difficult issue. Benchmarks are of various different types. They are being 
developed by different organizations for different purposes. Various benchmarks focus on 
different functionalities; for instance, HPL [1] takes more care of the floating point operation of 
linear equations and NPB [2] [3] [4] care about other performance of the system such as network  
communication [5], etc. It is quite hard for users to choose one suitable benchmark; thus it is very 
important to come up with a proposal for a suite of benchmarks for evaluation of different 
architectures for different application fields. In this report, our investigation is going around 
benchmarks for embedded multiprocessor systems.  
 

1.1 Goals 
There are numerous open benchmark programs in existence available for download from a large 
number of internet sites. In our project, an embedded multiprocessor system is a parallel 
computer system that can generate high performance which is quite useful for radar signal 
processing. To use benchmark to measure the performance of a parallel system is quite different 
from the progress on normal PC because of their different architectures, interfaces and software. 
Therefore, investigation, implementation and comparison of various benchmark programs on 
various parallel multiprocessor architectures have to be undertaken. To evaluate benchmarks and 
suggest suits of benchmarks for embedded multiprocessor systems which are used for radar signal 
processing are the main objectives of this thesis work.  
 
 

1.2 Approach   
             

• To understand the properties of benchmarks and its application areas, such as the 
capability of FFT computation, 3D imagine computation. 

• To understand the architectures of parallel computer systems, such as conventional 
supercomputer, cluster system and embedded multiprocessor system. 

• To choose possible parallel computer systems and investigate their differences and 
similarities.  

• To find the similarities between cluster multiprocessor systems and typical representative 
embedded multiprocessor systems. 

• To measure and analyze the performance of different benchmark programs on the parallel 
computer systems. 

• To follow the benchmark measurements on the parallel system, do the possible changes to 
the configurations of system hardware and software in order to increase the system 
performance.  
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• To combine the benchmark measurements to suggest possible benchmarks for embedded 

multiprocessor systems that are used for radar signal processing. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
In this chapter, we state the background of parallel computer systems as well as the related 
software that is necessary for benchmark implementation, such as BLAS [6] and MPI [7]. 
 

2.1 Parallel Computer Systems 
A multiprocessor system is a computer system with more than one processor for parallel 
processing. The parallel computing can obtain results faster than a single processor computer 
when it executes the same task. Processors in a parallel computer are able to communicate with 
each other in a number of ways. Parallel computer can be classified by its memory architecture; 
share memory and distributed memory. A parallel computer system can have different 
architectures such as conventional supercomputer, cluster system and embedded multiprocessor 
system. All of them can provide fast data processing, however the first two are large volume 
systems. Therefore, they can not be distributed into small volume equipments in specific industry 
products, for example, aircraft. Due to this reason, embedded multiprocessor systems are 
produced. They integrate multiprocessors in smaller equipment and lower the power consumption 
compared to the first two parallel architectures, while still offering high speed data processing.  
 
2.1.1 Architecture of Parallel Computer 
In the parallel computer world, the architectures can be divided into two types. One is known as 
shared memory multiprocessor system and the other is private memory multiprocessor. In shared 
memory multiprocessor, the system memory is organized to use a single address space. In private 
memory system, the memory is organized in independent address spaces and this architecture is 
applied by both embedded multiprocessor systems and cluster systems. The structure of shared 
memory and private memory are shown in Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1. Shared Memory & Private Memory in Parallel System 
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2.1.2 Programming of Parallel Computer 
OpenMP [8] [9] application programming interfaces support shared memory multiprocessing 
programming in C and FORTRAN on many architectures running UNIX or Windows.  It is 
portable and scalable which gives the user the opportunity to develop parallel applications from 
desktop to supercomputer in a simple manner. The original serial application program code is not 
necessary to be modified when parallelized with OpenMP. The disadvantage of OpenMP is that 
this interface can only run efficiently in shared memory system and it is not more efficient than 
MPI. 
 
MPI, message passing interface is a standard for communication among big amounts of processes 
in a parallel system. MPI also supports Fortran, C or C++ programming and has the goal of high 
performance and high portability.  
The following shows one simple sample of MPI which is used to send and receive message in a 
parallel system. 
 
   #include “mpi.h” 
    int  main ( int argc. char **argv) 
     { 
         char message [ 20]; 
          int myrank; 
          MPI_Status   status; 
          MPI_Init (&argc,&argv); 
           MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&myrank); 
           If (myrank==0) 
              { 

Strcpy(message,”Hello”);                                                      
MPI_Send(message,strlen(message),MPI_CHAR,1,99,MPI_COMM_WORLD) 

              } 
              else 
                { 
                     MPI_Recv(message,20,MPI_CHAR,0,99,MPI_COMM_WORLD&status); 
                      Printf(“received:%s:\n”,message); 
                  } 
                    MPI_Finalize(); 
          } 
In this simple example, process 0 (rank=0) send message “Hello” to process 1 (rank 1). The 
function MPI_Init is used to initiate the computation of the program. We can use 
MPI_Comm_rank to determine the identifier of the current process, and then send and receive 
message by MPI_Send and MPI_Recv  functions. At the end of MPI program is call 
MPI_Finalize. Some more details of MPI are given in Appendix D in this report. 
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2.2 The Application Area: Radar Signal Processing  
Some embedded multiprocessor systems can carry out real time radar signal processing.  A radar 
signal processing system must have the ability to run large amounts of matrix, vector, and Fourier 
calculations. The application of radar signal processing has four basic characteristics (which we 
will be working for as properties also of open benchmark programs): 
 

• Parallelism: Regarding matching to the parallel architecture, the application program has 
different parallelism characteristics which suit different computation models: SIMD, 
MIMD. 

• Programmability: radar system programs should be written by using high level language, 
for example, FORTRAN, Matlab, etc. MPI should be included to ensure portability of the 
program. 

• Scalability: the application program for radar signal processing should be scalable and 
simple to transfer to different parallel systems.  

• Modularity: to design an application program for radar signal processing, modular design 
is preferred, because it make it simple to reconfigure the system by modifying several 
functions of the application program.  

 
Future radar signal processing requires a throughput of 100Gflops or more.  Multiprocessor 
systems are required, since the fastest microprocessor processing speed is only a few Gflops.  
 

2.2.1 Benchmark and Radar Signal Processing 
In our project, embedded multiprocessor systems suitable for radar signal processing are in focus. 
The application typically comprises linear operations, such as FFT [5] and matrix computation.  
In the NAS parallel benchmark program suite, there exists a FT benchmark which exactly 
computes how many FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) computations presented on the testing object. 
By using FFT for computing the DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform), the complexity of DFT 
computing is reduced from O (N2) to O (NlogN). FFT is of great importance in a wide variety of 
applications, such as radar signal processing, microwave holographic diagnostics, image 
compression, etc. FFT can be computed on parallel systems. Parallel FFT algorithms can be run 
in SIMD or MIMD fashion.  
 
On this point, FT benchmark and FFT of radar signal processing has the same algorithm. NAS 
parallel benchmark can scale to hundreds of processors and this property matches the 
configuration of a typical embedded radar signal processing system, such as the products of 
Mercury which will be described later.  
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2.3 BLAS 
To use open benchmarks on parallel systems, the benchmark normally needs to access a 
mathematical algebra library. BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines) provides the key 
foundations of mathematical computation from the simple vector and matrix operations to the 
solution of large system linear equations. BLAS can be divided into three levels:  level 1 is used 
to perform scalar and vector operations, while at level 2, BLAS performs matrix-vector 
operations. At level 3, BLAS performs matrix to matrix operations. 
 

2.3.1 ATLAS 
In this project, ATLAS was chosen as our BLAS library. ATLAS [10] provides portable optimal 
BLAS implementations for cache-based architectures and supports the CPU architecture in our 
measurement object. To different CPU architectures, we must choose a BLAS library that exactly 
satisfies the CPU architecture 
 
For example: 
atlas_ Linux_P4SSE2.tgz is for Intel P4 which uses SSE2 for all precisions 
atlas_ Linux_ATHLON.tgz is for AMD Athlon.256 L2 cache 
atlas_ Linux_IA64TAN_2.tgz is for Dual processor libs of Intel Itanium 
Atlas_Linux_HAMMER64SSE2.tgz is for AMD Opteron and Athlon-64, optimized unprocessed 
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3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW  
In this chapter, two parallel systems, Mercury and Mirkwood are described in some detail. The 
Mercury system is a typical embedded multiprocessor system that is based on private memory 
architecture with large amount of shared buffer. Mirkwood is a cluster system that is also based 
on private memory architecture and constructed from a number of PCs, from several nodes up to 
thousand. According to their similar points, we studied both systems in our project. 
 
3.1 Embedded Multiprocessor System 
A typical example of embedded multiprocessor systems used for on radar signal processing can 
be taken from Mercury computer, what is an industry leader who designs and produces such 
systems. Their systems are able to scale from two to hundreds of processors and vary in 
accordance with over 100 platforms. Actually, the products are mostly using the PowerPC 
processor. PowerPC processors have a general capability of performing large amount, high 
performance signal processing. For example, the G4 series of PowerPC has 4Gflops processing 
ability by using AltiVec [11] [12] technology. We took a 6U VME [25] system of Mercury as an 
example. This system provides real-time embedded multicomputing. This system scales to 80 
MPC7447A PowerPC (G4) processors, and offers up to 512 Gflops processing ability.  
 
An embedded parallel system, such as this one from Mercury, has a smaller volume, not only 
compared with conventional supercomputers, but also with clusters. However, both with its 
processor distribution and its AltiVec technology, the working principle is based on parallelism. 
We can say that such a system is a great improvement for radar processing over and above that of 
the cluster system, because it is designed for a specific goal. 
 
The model figure is shown below: 
 

 
Figure 2. An Embedded Multiprocessor System from Mercury 

 
Since we do not have Mercury system available for test, it is interesting to identify the similarities 
and differences to the available Mirkwood cluster system (described in detail in Section 3.2) 
 
 
Besides different processor, their communication interface is also different. Mercury uses 
RACE++ [13] switch fabric which provides up to 267 MB/s bandwidth. The aggregate bandwidth 

 Multiprocessor Board 

Embedded 
Multiprocessor  
System 
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of the system is 4.8 GB/s and this bandwidth is much higher than normal Ethernet switch 
equipment that is normally used to connect nodes in cluster systems such as Mirkwood.  
 
Not only hardware, but also software has differences. 
In the Mirkwood, the system uses the ATLAS library to perform Basic Linear Algebra 
Subroutines functions and compute vector and matrix operations. MPI is the default standard in 
the Mirkwood to perform message passing and parallel computing. However, in the Mercury 
system, two different tools replace MPI and ATLAS. They are the Parallel Acceleration System 
(PAS) [14] and the Scientific Algorithm Library (SAL) [15]. PAS is similar with MPI in 
function. It can maximize the performance of inter-processor data communications and facilitate 
software portability for multiprocessor based system. SAL is an extension of ATLAS and 
contains more than 600 functions required in demanding applications such as radar signal 
processing, radar imagining etc. Its function category covers fast Fourier transforms, vector and 
signal computations. Both of these tools are stronger than MPI and ATLAS in parallel computer.  
 

3.2 Cluster Parallel System 
A parallel cluster computing system, is a network system containing anywhere from a limited 
number to several thousands of simple computers typically PCs or workstations. The system has 
much lower cost than conventional supercomputers, but can still contribute high performance, 
super huge storage, and stable and practical capability.  
 
Mirkwood is a cluster system available at Halmstad University. It does not provide very high 
performance as conventional computer, but theoretically it has the fundamental parallel working 
environment and follows parallel theory exactly as well as the embedded multiprocessor systems 
mentioned above. Because we do not have a practical embedded multiprocessor system which is 
specialized for radar signal processing, we have adopted the cluster system, Mirkwood, as the 
basis for our measurements objective. 
 
In our measurements we have used several benchmarks to test the parallel computer architecture. 
Mirkwood consists!of 10 nodes originally, but has subsequently been reduced to only 4 nodes 
working at present; there are node 1, node 2, node 7 and node 10. 
 
       
 Hardware description of each compute node is:  
 

• Memory 256 Mbyte DDR 
• CPU AMD2000+(1666MHZ) 
• Local disk 30 Gbyte. ATA 100 
• System  bus 266 MHz 
• Net interface Inter Ethernet Pro 100 
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Master node: 
The master node has the same hardware architecture as the other compute nodes in the cluster, 
only with more added memory. It takes care of several parts of the whole system such as the file 
server and remote access. 
 
Interconnect: 
Nodes and master node are connected by an Ethernet Switch which is capable of 100 Mbits/s.The 
master node’s second network interface is connected to the public LAN 
 
The Mirkwood system hardware structure is shown in Figure 3: 

         
         
                        Figure 3 Mirkwood System Hardware Structure  
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4. BENCHMARK OVERVIEW 
In this section, descriptions of some open computer benchmark programs are given in some 
detail. 
4.1 Proposed Properties for Successful Benchmarks  
 People usually hope benchmarks should be simple to execute and cover measurements on as 
many different aspects as possible. In our investigation, we collected many different benchmarks 
and concluded that the main properties of successful benchmarks are the following: 
 

• Accessibility- the benchmark needs to be easy to obtain and easy to use. 
• Affordability- the cost of using the benchmark must be commensurate with the benefits. 
• Clarity-     the benchmark specification should be clear, as short as  possible 
• Relevance-    the task  as set out in the benchmark must be representative of ones that the 

system is reasonably expected to handle in a natural way  
• Solvability- it should be   possible to complete the task domain sample and to produce a 

good solution 
• Portability-   the benchmark should be specified at a high level of abstraction to ensure 

that it is portable to different tools and target system. 
• Scalability- the benchmark tasks should be scalable in order to work on target systems of 

different sizes and with tools or techniques at different levels of maturity. 
 

4.2 Benchmark Programs 
There are more than one hundred benchmarks for different testing purpose. In our project, we 
consider benchmarks that can work on multiprocessor systems, we have identified seven 
interesting benchmarks below and we pick up several of them to make our measurements.  
 
SPEC 2000 [16] (Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation) is a benchmark suite that 
includes floating–point and integer categories. There is a suite of 12 programs with integer 
computation, which is called CINT2000 and is written in C, the remaining suite of 14 programs 
with floating point computation is called CFP2000 and is written in Fortran77. SPEC 2000 is 
used to evaluate the performance of a computer's CPU, memory system, and compilers. 
 
PSTSWM [17] (Parallel Spectral Transform Shallow Water Model) is a benchmark program to 
solve nonlinear equations that describe shallow water on a rotating sphere using the spectral 
transform method. It is written in Fortran 77. 
 
PARKBENCH [18] (Parallel Kernels and Benchmarks) is created by a group at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory. It is written in standard Fortran 77 using 64-bit floating point arithmetic. 
This benchmark suite contains 5 low level sequential codes, 5 low level communication codes, 5 
parallel linear algebra kernels, 5 NPB codes and PSTSWM. 
. 
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HPL [1] (High Performance Linpack) [1] focuses on the system performance in terms of floating 
point operation capability. This benchmark has been chosen to measure the supercomputers listed 
in Top 500 [24].  
 
NPB [2] [3] (NAS Parallel Benchmark) is supported by NASA Ames Research Center. NPB is a 
small set of programs which has been developed for evaluating the performance of 
multiprocessor systems. It consists of several benchmarks which can be characterized as MG 
(Multi Grid), LU (Low Upper Diagonal Solver), SP (Scalar Pentdiagonal Solver), IS (Integer 
Sort), BT (Block Tridiagonal Solver), CG (Conjugate Gradient), EP (Embarrassingly Parallel) 
and FT (Fast Fourier Transform). 
 
SPLASH-2 [19] (Stanford Parallel Applications for Shared Memory) is a suite of parallel 
programs written for cache-coherent shared addresses space machines. It is divided into two 
sections: Kernels and Applications. Kernel includes complex 1D FFT, LU Decomposition, 
Blocked Sparse Cholesky Factorization and Integer Radix Sort algorithms. In terms of 
Applications, SPLASH-2 covers ocean flow simulation, volume rendering and water flow 
simulation with Spatial Data Structure. 
 
Actually, there are two benchmarks that are interesting for embedded multi-processor for radar. 
HPL and NPB are chosen for our measurements, since HPL focuses on the whole system 
performance, such as flops capability and this benchmark has been chosen as a standard 
benchmark program to measure the performance of supercomputers listed in Top 500. The NPB 
sub-benchmark programs, especially LU, CG and FT, are suited for testing radar signal 
processing systems. There are some reasons why we did not choose other benchmarks. The SPEC 
benchmark is not free to download, the PSTSWM benchmark algorithm does not match with the 
algorithm of radar signal processing. NPB benchmark and PSTSWM benchmark are parts of 
PARKBENCH benchmark suite, the SPLASH-2 is for shared memory and it could still be 
interesting for embedded multi-processing system, however, it is not possible to run this 
benchmark on Mirkwood 
 
The following is the detailed descriptions of the HPL and NPB benchmarks. 

 
 

4.2.1 HPL Benchmark  
HPL benchmark is the most popular benchmark in the world for evaluating the floating point 
capability of high performance computer systems. One key to evaluate a parallel computer is to 
get the peak performance of its floating point computation capability, which means how many 
floating point computations can be completed in one second, which includes theoretical peak 
flops and practical peak flops. The theoretical system flops is mainly defined by CPU main clock, 
and HPL can provide the practical flops capability of the system by running on the parallel 
computer. The user can use HPL to evaluate the modern parallel computer through changing the 
matrix size, the numbers of processors and processes without changing the benchmark program 
itself. 
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The core algorithm of HPL is to use the Gauss elimination to solve the linear algebra equations. 
Typically, to run Gaussian elimination, HPL usually makes a matrix LU factorization [20]. 
Actually, to obtain precision flops capability of the system, HPL makes the matrix computation 3 
times during each measurement.  
 
For radar image processing, the system should run lots of matrix computations to get a precision 
image. This requires that the system can handle huge amounts of matrix operations. Flops 
capability is quite helpful to show the system performance in matrix computation. And HPL is a 
good tool to tell the user what the practical flops capability of the system is.   
 
4.2.2 NAS Parallel Benchmark  
NPB is based on 6 classes or problem sizes: A, B, C, D, W, S. Class A is suitable for a test 
system with up to 32 processors, class B suitable from 32 to 128 processors and class C for 
systems with up to 256 processors, class D is for the system that has more than 256 processors, 
while class W is suited for signal processor systems and Class S is for the parallel system less 
than 4 processors. In NPB, all code is written in Fortran 77, except for IS which is written in C 
language, since Fortran 77 does not have dynamic memory allocation and thus both the class and 
the processes should be specified at compile time . CG, FT, MG, EP and IS are Kernel 
benchmarks which run at a power of 2 numbers of processes (1, 2, 4, 8, 16….). However, SP, LU 
and BT are pseudo-applications benchmarks run at a square number of processes (1, 4, 9, 
16…….). The unit of measurement is Mflops but IS is in Mop/s 
 
LU Benchmark: This benchmark uses a block lower triangular and block upper triangular 
approximate factorization to solve a finite difference discretization of 3-D compressible Navier-
Stokes equations. It measures point-point block communication of discrete memory access and is 
sensitive to network latency. 
 
SP and BT Benchmarks: Both use implicit algorithms to compute a finite difference solution to 
the 3-D compressible Navier-Stokes equations and measure the balance of communication and 
computation, especially focusing on point-point long messages of discrete memory access 
network. The difference between these two benchmarks is as follows: In the BT benchmark, the 
resulting equations are block tridiagonal; in the SP the resulting systems are scalar pentadiagonal 
which has higher communication intensity than BT. These two benchmarks involve quite 
complex computations and take very long time to run. 
 
MG Benchmark: This benchmark uses a V-cycle multigrid algorithm to solve the scalar discrete 
Poisson equation. It is a measure of highly structured communication over both short and long 
distances. 
 
CG Benchmark: This benchmark computes an approximation to the smallest eigenvalue of a 
large, sparse, symmetric, positive matrix through a conjugate gradient method. It tests collective 
and point-point mixed communication. The collective communication is also one function 
provided by MPI.  
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FT Benchmark: This benchmark makes use of FFTs to solve 3-D partial differential equations; it 
is useful in the measurement of the effectiveness of long distance communication. The FT 
benchmark needs a Fortran 90 compiler.  
 
IS Benchmark: This benchmark tests integer sorting operation and collective communication 
performance which is sensitive to network latency. 
 
EP Benchmark: This benchmark accumulates two-dimensional statistics by using a large number 
of Gaussian pseudo-random numbers. It requires no communication. 
 
In our measurement, we successfully run the LU, CG and IS benchmarks with the problem size 
A. However, the IS benchmark is not interesting in radar signal processing, so we do not explain 
the results in our report. For the EP and BT, they do the complex computations and only work 
with the problem size S. We put their measurement results of 4 processes in the Appendix C. The 
MPICH library version in our Mirkwood system (mpich-1.2.4 or mpich-1.2.3) does not support 
MG and SP benchmarks. As for the FT benchmark, it requires Fortran 90 compiler and can not 
successfully run on our Mirkwood system. 
 
Most of the parallel benchmarks use a random number generator, especially in the EP and FT 
benchmarks. The computation of random numbers is included in the timed part of the calculation; 
thus the random number generator’s efficiency is very important for benchmark run success. The 
detail description of the random number generator is in Appendix E.  
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5. IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF BENCHMARKS 
In this section, we describe the use of HPL and NAS to make measurement on the Mirkwood 
system. Compilation and implementation are illustrated in detail.  
 

5.1 HPL Compiling 
The HPL benchmark program must be compiled first before its implementation. The 
corresponding setting process consists of two libraries; Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms BLAS 
and the Message Passing Interface program itself. 
 
All these files are available independently via the internet. In this chapter, the compiler process is 
explained in greater detail. 
 

5.1.1HPL extracting 
The HPL benchmark was downloaded to the Halmstad University Topin server originally and 
then transferred to Mirkwood. All work are taken by using the SSH program. The following 
command can be used to initiate the transfer process between these two systems.  
 
From Student Account to Mirkwood while logged in at Mirkwood: 
 scp2 –r username@remote.stud.hh.se:./traget folder ./destination folder 
  
From Mirkwood account to Student Account: 
 scp2 –r ./destination folder username@remote.stud.hh.se:./traget folder  
 
HPL benchmark is compressed in a Linux .tgz file. The extraction of the .tgz file is the first step; 
the codes are: 

 
After finishing the preparation stage of the work, we began to look into the whole directory and 
setup the MPI configuration file.  
 
 

5.1.2HPL configuration 
HPL includes large numbers of system configuration files in its suite, each of which matching a 
specific system architecture, such as, Athlon, PII, PWRPC, SUN system etc. 
Due to the Mirkwood hardware structure, Make.Linux_ATHLON_FBLAS is copied by using the 
Linux command ‘cp’ from the directory setup to the HPL top-level directory, as is shown below. 
This is because the compiler must be executed in the top-level directory of the HPL. 
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This configuration file must be setup before use.  
Using command ‘vi Make.Linux_ATHLON_FBLAS’  to do the modification.   
 

1. # - Platform identifier ------------------------------------------------ 
2. # ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. # 
4. ARCH         = Linux_ATHLON_FBLAS 
5. # 
6. # ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7. # - HPL Directory Structure / HPL library ------------------------------ 
8. # ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. # 
10. TOPdir       = $(HOME)/hpl 
11. INCdir       = $(TOPdir)/include 
12. BINdir       = $(TOPdir)/bin/$(ARCH) 
13. LIBdir       = $(TOPdir)/lib/$(ARCH) 
14. # 
15. HPLlib       = $(LIBdir)/libhpl.a  
16. # 
17. # ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
18. # - Message Passing library (MPI) -------------------------------------- 
19. # ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
20. # MPinc tells the  C  compiler where to find the Message Passing library 
21. # header files,  MPlib  is defined  to be the name of  the library to be  
22. # used. The variable MPdir is only used for defining MPinc and MPlib. 
23. # 
24. MPdir        = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.3 
25. MPinc        = -I$(MPdir)/include 
26. MPlib        = $(MPdir)/lib/libmpich.a 
27. # 
28. # ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
29. # - Linear Algebra library (BLAS or VSIPL) ----------------------------- 
30. # ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
31. # LAinc tells the  C  compiler where to find the Linear Algebra  library 
32. # header files,  LAlib  is defined  to be the name of  the library to be  
33. # used. The variable LAdir is only used for defining LAinc and LAlib. 
34. # 
35. LAdir        = $(HOME)/netlib/ARCHIVES/Linux_ATHLON 
36. LAinc        = 
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37. LAlib        = $(LAdir)/libf77blas.a $(LAdir)/libatlas.a 
 
 

Lines 1 to 6 define the object architecture during the measurement. Lines 7 to 17 show the HPL 
directory structure. Lines 24 to 37 are the most important parts in this file. Our major 
modification is put on this part. With the instructions from 20 to 22, we can begin  
to understand that MPdir is used to track the MPI library location of the testing system. MPI is 
installed on Mirkwood already; it is not assigned by the HPL program automatically. Also, lines 
35 to 37 distribute the position of the Linear Algebra library directory for HPL. This should also 
be modified by hand. 
 

5.1.3 BLAS configuration 
To match the Mirkwood system, atlas3.4.1_Linux_ATHLON.tgz was chosen and extracted to the 
distribution directory in the HPL configuration file. (Mentioned above line 35) The file system is 
shown below: 
 

 
 

5.1.4Compiling 
With the completed preparation up and running, compiling can then be executed by typing  
 

‘mark arch= Linear_ATHLON_FBLAS’ 
 

Successful operation generates two files in the bin folder: HPL.dat which is used to set the 
parameters of HPL working environment and xhpl, the executable file to measure the object 
system. During the compiling, the system generates numerous new files in a different folder.  
 

5.2 Implementation of HPL 
HPL can be made to run with a high level of precision for measuring the Mirkwood system in this 
step. However, to achieve the very best performance from the system, modification to HPL.dat 
must be undertaken.  
 

5.2.1 HPL parameters setting 
The overview of HPL.dat is shown below: 
 
mirkwood:bin/Linux_ATHLON_FBLAS> more HPL.dat 

Line 1 HPLinpack benchmark input file 
Line 2 Innovative Computing Laboratory, University of Tennessee 
Line 3 HPL.out      output file name (if any) 
Line 4 6 device out (6=stdout,7=stderr,file) 
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Line 5 1  # of problems sizes (N) 
Line 6 2500  Ns 
Line 7 1 # of NBs 
Line 8 132 NBs 
Line 9 0 PMAP process mapping (0=Row-,1=Column-major) 
Line 10 4 # of process grids (P x Q) 
Line 11 1 2 3 4      Ps 
Line 12 1 2 3 4     Qs 
Line 13 16  threshold 
Line 14 3 # of panel fact 
Line 15 0 1 2        PFACTs (0=left, 1=Crout, 2=Right) 
Line 16 2 # of recursive stopping criterium 
Line 17 2 4          NBMINs (>= 1) 
Line 18 1 # of panels in recursion 
Line 19 2 NDIVs 
Line 20 3 # of recursive panel fact. 
Line 21 0 1 2        RFACTs (0=left, 1=Crout, 2=Right) 
Line 22 1 # of broadcast 
Line 23 0 BCASTs (0=1rg,1=1rM,2=2rg,3=2rM,4=Lng,5=LnM) 
Line 24 1 # of lookahead depth 
Line 25 0 DEPTHs (>=0) 
Line 26 2 SWAP (0=bin-exch,1=long,2=mix) 
Line 27 64 swapping threshold 
Line 28 0 L1 in (0=transposed,1=no-transposed) form 
Line 29 0 U  in (0=transposed,1=no-transposed) form 
Line 30 1 Equilibration (0=no,1=yes) 
Line 31 8 memory alignment in double (> 0)  

 
Among these lines, the lines from Line 5 to Line 12 are the most important part to focus on due to 
the fact that all the parameters over these lines result in different performance results over the 
system. (Other parameters can be left as default because they cover most cases). 
During the measurement, we decided to choose the following parameters to implement our 
testing. 
 
Line 5: 4 # of problems sizes (N) means that the HPL will perform the testing in four different 
problem sizes   
 
Line 6: 1000 1500 2000 2500 Ns, these four numbers illustrate the size of the matrix (N x N). 
These four matrix sizes are used to find the best performance of the system by using the HPL 
benchmark. The corresponding system floating point operations per second varies with matrix 
sizes. The System consumes more memory when the matrix size increases. Normally, the matrix 
size should be close to 80% of the entire system memory, this because if matrix size exceeds 80% 
of the entire system memory, the system would not have enough memory to deal with such big 
matrix sizes and the measurement will fail.  
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Line 7, 8: This declares the size of a matrix sub-block. The block size affects the system 
performance significantly. The most suitable block size is based on the results of the experiment. 
Here, we have decided to use 132 because this number is good for small cluster systems and 
suggested by the HPL instructions. Otherwise, we can also choose the number of 2N. Normally, 
block size varies from 32-256. 
 
Line 9: This parameter is relevant to the numbers of processors and 0 is preferred to use when the 
system has only a few processors.   
 
Line 10-12. The products of P x Q generate the numbers of processes which would be distributed 
into different nodes in the measurements. Line 10 defines how many groups of P x Q and Line 
11-12 shows how exactly the combination is. For example: Line 10 shows there are four groups P 
x Q and line 11-12 shows the products of those four groups are 1 processes, 4 processes, 9 
processes and 16 processes. The largest product should be smaller or equal to the process number 
when we run the HPL by using the mpi command: 
 mpirun –np <number of processes> ./ program name 
 
 

5.2.2 Run in Queue on Parallel Cluster System 
The HPL benchmark program runs on a parallel cluster system. To run a program on such a 
system, mpirun –np <number of processes> program name could not work alone. Because this 
command results in the same program running on the master node, it is useful to debug if the 
program is running correctly. In order to execute benchmark testing on different nodes, each MPI 
job must be submitted to the queue and then system can schedule task prior to the operation and 
allocate processors. 
To submit jobs to the queue, a pbs script of xhpl should be created and it should be left in the 
same directory in which xhpl resides. The following codes show the example: 
 
a.) Xhpl.pbs  
#!/bin/sh 
# 
#  Job requests 4 nodes for max 30 minutes 
# 
#PBS -l nodes=4 
#PBS -l cput=0:30:0 
#PBS -j oe 
 
# Move to folder were qsub was executed 
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR 
 
mpirun -np 16 ./xhpl 
 
As shown above, this benchmark will run at most 16 processes on 4 nodes. Execution time of the 
measurement is set to 30 minutes; if the measurement time exceeds 30 minutes, the process 
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would be killed automatically by the system. If the numbers of process are more than 16, then the 
benchmark testing will lose the connection with the Mirkwood. 
 
b.) Queue Sumbitting 
To submit the file in queue, it is necessary to follow the steps below: 
Use command pbsnodes –a, check the nodes status in the cluster system  
n1 
     state = job-exclusive 
     np = 1 
     ntype = cluster 
     jobs = 0/27620.master.cluster 
n2 
     state = job-exclusive 
     np = 1 
     ntype = cluster 
     jobs = 0/27620.master.cluster 
n10 
     state = free 
     np = 1 
     ntype = cluster 
n7 
     state = free 
     np = 1 
     ntype = cluster 
 
The above code illustrates the fact that four nodes are working in the cluster and two of them are 
occupied by the other user, with only two nodes free to use. (The active nodes information is 
stored in the xhpl.pbs file)  
 
After completing the status inspection, the command qsub xhpl.pbs is used to submit the script 
file to the queue. And qstat –a is able to be used to check the queue status if the job has been 
assigned to the queue. The example is shown below: 
 

 
 
The code shows job number 27621 (used to save the measurement result), NDS (nodes number) 
and other information.  
 
The example above shows that the measurement is running on only one node with the different 
numbers of processes. To submit the job successfully, we can finally run the HPL benchmark on 
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the cluster by using the command mpirun –np xx xhpl. To complete the measurement, HPL 
distributes 16 different wall time (T/V) [21] to 1 process, 4 processes, 9 processes etc and we 
picked up the best performance in each measurement. The best performance of the whole system 
in different numbers of processes running on 1 node, 2 nodes, 3 nodes and 4 nodes are shown in 
Appendix A and Appendix B. 
 
5.3 HPL Results Analysis 
The HPL benchmark is tested on one to four nodes. The benefit of this procedure is to generate 
the performance of different structure of the cluster. The results of 1 to 16 processes in different 
nodes structure is shown below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. The Performance of Different Numbers of Processes on 1, 2, 3 and 4 Nodes 

 
We take 4 measurements on 1 node, 2 nodes, 3 nodes etc. From the table above, we can first see 
that the best system performance of 1 node and 2 nodes is when the tests run with 1 process 
(1.641 Gflops and 2.11 Gflops), this because the system only need one node to handle 1 process 
and in this situation, system memory helps nodes a lot to get high performance. Actually, 
processor is the main factor to affect performance and 2 nodes cluster system has enough 
resources to complete 1 process. That is why system with 3 or 4 nodes do not have higher 
performance than those with 1 process than 1 and 2 nodes. Because the cluster performance 
maintains in the same level when there is only one process in the tests, 4, 9, 16 processes are 
taken into the measurement. We can then see the best system performance of 3 nodes and 4 nodes 
is when the tests run with 4 processes (4.425 Gflops and 7.288 Gflops). To observe the situation 
of 4 processes on 4 nodes, each node was assigned one process and the system performance 
increased sharply when extra nodes added to the cluster. We marked the tests with 4 processes in 
italic font, this because the full system can offer the best performance when it is set in 4 
processes. The system flop ability increases around 50% in each measurement when one more 
node was added in. The performance slopes of 9 processes, 16 processes on running on up to 4 
nodes are quite similar to 4 processes, that is why we put the relevant figures in Appendix B. 
The system performance figures are shown below: 
(Gflops, Giga floating point operations per second) 
 

 1 Process 4 Processes 9 Processes 16 Processes 
Nodes Gflops Gflops Gflops Gflops 

1 1,641 0,6829 0,2869 0,1604 
2 2,11 1,6982 0,6738 0,356 
3 2,116 4,425 1,659 0,9324 
4 2,117 7,288 3,504 1,9416 
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Figure 4. 1 Process running on up to 4 Nodes 

 
 

 
Figure 5. 4 Processes running on up to 4 Nodes  

 
 

When the number of processes is more than 4, the overall performance began to decrease, this 
shows that the Mirkwood can have good performance when the system has only 4 processes and 
do not have enough resources to handle more than 4 processes in an efficient way. To conclude 
our case on Mirkwood, the amount of processes can not be larger than the numbers of nodes. The 
Mirkwood works in the best way when the number of nodes is the same as the number of as many 
as processes and the system performance varies in accordance with changing circumstances.  
To optimize the performance, except through modification of HPL.dat, there are several options. 
For instance: choose different BLAS library, such as GOTO [22], and MKL [23] etc. There are 
many ways to optimize the system performance, such as upgrade the network interconnect switch 
or let operating system use word interface to replace graphic interface.  
 
The HPL primarily tests the processor performance of the system, however, the computer is a 
macro system and other hardware can have a serious impact. For example, in a cluster system, 
network topology, switch interface and cable connections, all these will affect the system 
performance. To measure the communication capability of the cluster, NPB is better than HPL 
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since NPB’s LU and CG benchmarks focus on point to point communication and collective 
communication more than HPL does.  
 
 

5.4 NPB Compiling  
The NAS benchmark extracting and copying operations are exactly same as with the HPL 
benchmark. This will therefore not be explained again at this point. 
The main codes in the NAS benchmark are shown below: 
 
mirkwood:NPB2.4/NPB2.4-MPI> ls 
bin  BT  CG  common  config  Doc  EP  FT  IS  LU  Makefile  MG  MPI_dummy  README  
SP  sys 
 
The first step to compile the NAS benchmark is to edit the configuration file which is similar to 
the HPL configuration file in that it makes use of the same mpich library. However, there are 
three differences: 
 

• We do not need to copy the configure file to the top directory of the NPB benchmark; it is 
already in the config folder 

• We do not need the BLAS library in the NAS benchmark 
• As previously mentioned in the NAS benchmark overview, most of the benchmarks are 

written in Fortran 77, but IS is a C program; thus in our simulation  both MPIF77 and 
MPICC  compilers must execute efficiently 

• Random number generator randdp is used instead of default generator randi8, since the 
randi8 does not work in our system. 

 
Part of the configuration file is as the follows: 

 
 
# This is the fortran compiler used for MPI programs 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
MPIF77 = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpif77 
# This links MPI fortran programs; usually the same as ${MPIF77} 
FLINK   = $(MPIF77) 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# These macros are passed to the linker to help link with MPI correctly 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FMPI_LIB  = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a  
# These macros are passed to the compiler to help find 'mpif.h' 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FMPI_INC = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
# Parallel C: 
# For IS, which is in C, the following must be defined: 
# MPICC      - C compiler  
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# CFLAGS     - C compilation arguments 
# CMPI_INC   - any -I arguments required for compiling MPI/C  
# CLINK      - C linker 
# CLINKFLAGS - C linker flags 
# CMPI_LIB   - any -L and -l arguments required for linking MPI/C  
#  Compilations are done with $(MPICC) $(CMPI_INC) $(CFLAGS) or 
#                            $(MPICC) $(CFLAGS) 
# linking is done with       $(CLINK) $(CMPI_LIB) $(CLINKFLAGS) 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# This is the C compiler used for MPI programs 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
MPICC = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpicc  
#  This links MPI C programs; usually the same as ${MPICC} 
CLINK   = $(MPICC) 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CMPI_LIB  = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a   
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#   These macros are passed to the compiler to help find 'mpi.h' 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CMPI_INC = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#RAND   = randi8 
# The following is highly reliable but may be slow: 
 RAND   = randdp 
 
You must go to the specific sub benchmark folder to compile after editing the configure file, for 
example: if the LU sub benchmark with class A and 4 processes is of interest, the following test 
operation should be carried out: 
 

1. mirkwood:NPB2.4/NPB2.4-MPI> cd LU 
2. mirkwood:NPB2.4-MPI/LU> make config CLASS=A NPROCS=4 
3. mirkwood:NPB2.4-MPI/LU> make LU CLASS=A NPROCS=4 
 

After successful compilation, an executable file with the designation of lu.A.4 should be created 
in the bin folder  
 

5.5 Implementation of NAS on Mirkwood 
We ignore to explain the run operations in this chapter since they are exactly the same for the 
HPL benchmark 
The following shows the example of a CG benchmark with class A and two processes run over 
two nodes: 
 
NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.4 -- CG Benchmark 
 Size:      14000 
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 Iterations:    15 
 Number of active processes:     2 
 Number of nonzeroes per row:       11 
 Eigenvalue shift: .200E+02 
Iteration            ||r||                                 zeta 
        1       0.14794545594840E-12    19.9997581277040 
        2       0.13609323553804E-14    17.1140495745506 
        3       0.13393819662791E-14    17.1296668946143 
        4       0.13258866987131E-14    17.1302113581192 
        5       0.13208227153089E-14    17.1302338856353 
        6       0.12774624105655E-14    17.1302349879482 
        7       0.12460766003449E-14    17.1302350498916 
        8       0.12156793605628E-14    17.1302350537510 
        9       0.11867542778791E-14    17.1302350540101 
       10       0.11445663592605E-14    17.1302350540284 
       11       0.11206704122329E-14    17.1302350540298 
       12       0.10859111355709E-14    17.1302350540299 
       13       0.10496068571391E-14    17.1302350540299 
       14       0.10124071357311E-14    17.1302350540299 
       15       0.98256546275425E-15    17.1302350540299 
 
 
 Benchmark completed  
 VERIFICATION SUCCESSFUL  
 Zeta is      0.171302350540E+02 
 Error is     0.891731133379E-12 
CG Benchmark Completed. 
 Class           =                        A 
 Size            =                    14000 
 Iterations      =                       15 
 Time in seconds =                    16.30 
 Total processes =                        2 
 Compiled procs =                        2 
 Mop/s total     =                    142.16 
 Mop/s/process   =                    71.08 
 Operation type =           floating point 
 Verification    =               SUCCESSFUL 
Version         =                      2.4 
Compile date    =              07 Dec 2006 
 
Compile options: 
    MPIF77       = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpif77 
    FLINK        = $(MPIF77) 
    FMPI_LIB     = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a  
    FMPI_INC     = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
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    FFLAGS       = -O3  
   FLINKFLAGS   = (none) 
    RAND         = (none) 
 
5.6 NAS Results Analysis 
There are two NAS sub benchmarks which were tested in our project; and they were run on one 
to four nodes. The performance results of two benchmarks, LU and CG using 1, 2, 4 and 8 
processes on different numbers of nodes were obtained, see Tables 2 and 3. The good system 
performance is marked by italic font because this performance was the most stable one and 
increased smoothly when there were 4 processes in the measurements.  The corresponding tables 
and figures are shown below: 
(Mflops, mega floating point operation per second) 
 
 
LU benchmark results 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Table 2.  Performance of Different Numbers of Processes on 1, 2, 3, 4 Nodes 
 

 

 
Figure 6. 4 Processes running on up to 4 Nodes 

 
. 
 
 

Nodes 
1 Process 
(Mflops) 

2 Processes 
(Mflops) 

4 Processes 
(Mflops) 

8 Processes 
(Mflops) 

1 194,34 190.56 167.24 158.08 
2 241,62 375.38 277.87 175.12 
3 243,36 447.2 400.36 389.28 
4 245,91 455.94 706.4 515.36 
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CG benchmark results 
 

Nodes 
1 Process 
(Mflops) 

2 Processes 
(Mflops) 

4 Processes 
(Mflops) 

8 Processes 
(Mflops) 

1 117,31 91.78 26.08 76.72 
2 118,46 142.16 63.16 77.84 
3 125,82 165.6 88.68 123.28 
4 125,75 165.72 152.2 110.72 

 
Table 3. Performance of Different Numbers of Processes on 1, 2, 3, 4 Nodes 

 
 

 
Figure 7. 4 Processes running on up to 4 Nodes 

 

5.6.1 Conclusion of NPB on Mirkwood 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the measurements of NPB on Mirkwood: 
 
First, we can easily find the best performance on the whole system usually happened with 4 
processes in LU and CG benchmark. It is easily to see from their performance slopes which 
increased stably and smoothly in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The performance of the system maintains 
in the same level with 1 process during the measurements. The reason is similar to the HPL 
benchmark in Section 5.3. 
 
In Figure 6, LU benchmark measures point-point communication among the different numbers of 
processors. From the increased curve, we can see that the Mirkwood system has effective point to 
point communication. This shows that the Mirkwood system can provide good point to point 
communication capability and it is reasonable to extend Mirkwood with more nodes. In Figure 7, 
CG benchmark tests collective and point-point mixed communication. With adding more nodes to 
the system, the performance increased slightly and this states that the Mirkwood system has good 
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capability in collective communication and point to point communication when the numbers of 
nodes increased in the cluster. 
 
From the experience of benchmark testing, the NPB benchmark suit included 8 sub benchmarks, 
each of them requires different running platform from others and it is not simple for user to make 
changes to the program.  
 

5.6.2 Comparison between HPL and NPB 
From the previous chapter, we can easily find out that HPL can measure the peak performance on 
floating point operations of the whole system. NAS focuses on floating point operations and also 
includes the system’s communication performance. The NPB program is normally used on 
hundreds of processors, but not over thousands of processors. The peak value which is provided 
by the NPB benchmark is much lower than the value obtained in HPL. This is because NPB is 
not able to deal with the cluster system perfectly.  
 
HPL can evaluate the linear performance in floating point operations of parallel systems in 
general. This benchmark is simple to execute when MPI, mathematic libraries are set in right 
way. Some parameters of the benchmark program can be modified by the user before testing the 
system, such as matrix size, block size, etc. It is good to optimize the benchmark if the user wants 
to get the best exact performance of the system. 
NAS can reflect some system parameters which are useful for radar signal processing, for 
instance, FFT, point to point communication. This benchmark is supported by NASA 
organization and updates frequently. The Newest version begins to support JAVA and OpenMP 
interface. 
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6. CONCLUSION  
The main purpose of this project is to investigate whether the benchmarks developed for 
conventional multiprocessors are good to test embedded multiprocessor systems for radar signal 
processing. As a part of the investigation, different benchmarks have been studied and 
implemented on a cluster system. The implementation includes architecture studying, compiling, 
parameter optimizing, queue submission and data comparison. The results show the performance 
of the cluster system in two different benchmarks. Each of them provides the performance of the 
system with regards to different calculations such as matrix factorizations and eigen value 
computations.  
 
It is shown that the system performance is substantially increased when the cluster system is 
constructed by more nodes. Our cluster system is constructed on only 4 nodes. The benchmark 
measurement results can reflect if the configuration of the system is correct or not, since then the 
performance of the system increases when adding more nodes. The user can use the system 
performance to evaluate the whole system configuration, to consider if the interface, memories 
are in good configuration. And then, to scale system up to hundreds or more processors to get the 
best optimized parallel system what they want. 
 
To compare the architectures between cluster system and embedded multiprocessor system, we 
looked at several parallel systems and took one as an example of embedded multiprocessor 
system to investigate as well as cluster system; however, we did not get the practical embedded 
multiprocessor system that is for radar signal processing since such system is not available in 
Halmstad University. So, we have to access the information and summarize the properties of 
embedded multiprocessor system in theory. Fortunately, we find some similarities between these 
two systems and we then transfer the measurements from the measurements on cluster system to 
embedded multiprocessor system. Not only the hardware, but also the software configuration 
needs to be considered. The embedded systems are more powerful than the cluster system we 
have. For example, the RACE++ switch, the PAS interface, all these properties can provide the 
stronger performance than cluster system’s Ethernet and MPI can offer. 
 
We believe that HPL and NPB would be two good benchmarks to measure the performance on 
embedded multiprocessor systems since they comprise calculations which are also used in radar 
signal processing, such as FFT and DFT. 
 
We have obtained  test results relating to open benchmarks on parallel cluster systems and proved 
that the performance of such a system increases with more processors (nodes) being added to the 
system. To learn from the project, we know that the benchmark testing is a good way to tell the 
user how to write their application program to get the ideal performance on their parallel system. 
For example, the applications for the Mirkwood cluster should be written in such way that the 
number of processes is the same as the number of nodes. Thus, running benchmarks can aid in 
application development. However, we do believe that the benchmark is actually an estimation 
tool. The measurements results can not express the exact performance of the system for specific 
purposes. The best way to evaluate the system is to apply it to real world problems. By taking 
practical measurements it can be seen if the system satisfies the users’ requirements.  
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It is a pity since lack of time has imposed limits and there does not exist any other parallel 
architecture in our university that can make use of MPI. It is to be hoped that future opportunities 
for testing embedded multiprocessor system and more extensive clusters will arise.  
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Appendix A System Performance of HPL  
(Different Numbers of Processes on 1, 2, 3, 4 Nodes) 
1 Node 
1 Process 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2L4        2500   132     1     1               6.35         1.641e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0138133 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0230690 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0048849 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 

 
4 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2R4        2500   132     2     2              15.27         6.829e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0109075 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0182163 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0038574 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 

 
9 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2C2        2500   132     3     3              36.34         2.869e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0090361 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0150909 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0031955 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 

 
16 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time          Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2C4        2500   132     4     4              65.00         1.604e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0096333 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0160882 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0034067 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
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2 Nodes 
1 Process 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time            Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2R2        2500   132     1     1               4.94         2.110e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0093834 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0156709 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0033184 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
4 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2L2        2500   132     2     2              12.28         8.491e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0108091 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0180519 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0038226 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
9 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time          Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2C2        2500   132     3     3              30.95         3.369e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0090361 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0150909 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0031955 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
16 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2C2        2500   132     4     4              58.58         1.780e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0098202 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0164004 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0034728 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
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3 Nodes 
1 Process 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00L2C4        2500   132     1     1               4.93        2.116e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0125182 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0209062 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0044270 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
4 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00L2L4        2500   132     2     2               7.07        1.475e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0108879 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0181834 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0038504 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
9 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time        Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2R2        2500   132     3     3              18.85         5.530e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0090361 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0150909 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0031955 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
16 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2R4        2500   132     4     4              33.55         3.108e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0120908 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0201924 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0042758 ...... PASSED 
===========================================================================  
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4 Nodes 
1 Process 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q              Time          Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2C2        2500   132     1     1               4.93         2.117e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0093834 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0156709 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0033184 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 

 
4 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00L2R4        2500   132     2     2               5.72        1.822e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0109075 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0182163 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0038574 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
9 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2C2        2500   132     3     3              11.90        8.760e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0090361 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0150909 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0031955 ...... PASSED 
 

16 Processes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2R4        2500   132     4     4              21.48        4.854e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0120908 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0201924 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0042758 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
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Appendix B System Performance Comparison of HPL 
 

1 Process 
1 Node 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2L4        2500   132     1     1               6.35         1.641e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0138133 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0230690 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0048849 ...... PASSED 
 
2 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time            Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2R2        2500   132     1     1               4.94         2.110e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0093834 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0156709 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0033184 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
3 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00L2C4        2500   132     1     1               4.93        2.116e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0125182 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0209062 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0044270 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
4 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q              Time          Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2C2        2500   132     1     1               4.93        2.117e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0093834 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0156709 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0033184 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
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4 Processes 
 
1 Node 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2R4        2500   132     2     2              15.27         6.829e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0109075 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0182163 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0038574 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
2 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2L2        2500   132     2     2              12.28         8.491e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0108091 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0180519 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0038226 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
3 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00L2L4        2500   132     2     2               7.07        1.475e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0108879 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0181834 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0038504 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
4 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00L2R4        2500   132     2     2               5.72        1.822e+00 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0109075 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0182163 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0038574 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
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9 Processes 
 
1 Node 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2C2        2500   132     3     3              36.34         2.869e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0090361 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0150909 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0031955 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
2 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time          Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2C2        2500   132     3     3              30.95         3.369e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0090361 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0150909 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0031955 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
3 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time        Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2R2        2500   132     3     3              18.85         5.530e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0090361 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0150909 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0031955 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
4 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2C2        2500   132     3     3              11.90        8.760e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0090361 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0150909 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0031955 ...... PASSED 
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16 Processes 
1 Node 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time          Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2C4        2500   132     4     4              65.00         1.604e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0096333 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0160882 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0034067 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
2 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2C2        2500   132     4     4              58.58         1.780e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0098202 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0164004 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0034728 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
3 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00C2R4        2500   132     4     4              33.55         3.108e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0120908 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0201924 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0042758 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
 
4 Nodes 
=========================================================================== 
T/V                N    NB     P     Q               Time         Gflops 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WR00R2R4        2500   132     4     4              21.48        4.854e-01 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * N        ) =       0.0120908 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_1  * ||x||_1  ) =       0.0201924 ...... PASSED 
||Ax-b||_oo / ( eps * ||A||_oo * ||x||_oo ) =       0.0042758 ...... PASSED 
=========================================================================== 
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Figure 8. System Performance of Different Numbers of Processes on 1, 2, 3 and 4 Nodes by HPL 
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Appendix C Part of Measurement Results of NAS on Mirkwood 
 
NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.4 -- LU Benchmark 
 
On three nodes 
 
 Size:  64x 64x 64 
 Iterations: 250 
 Number of processes:     1 
 
 Time step    1 
 Time step   20 
 Time step   40 
 Time step   60 
 Time step   80 
 Time step  100 
 Time step  120 
 Time step  140 
 Time step  160 
 Time step  180 
 Time step  200 
 Time step  220 
 Time step  240 
 Time step  250 
 
 Verification being performed for class A 
 Accuracy setting for epsilon =  0.1000000000000E-07 
 Comparison of RMS-norms of residual 
           1   0.7790210760669E+03 0.7790210760669E+03 0.8756130575742E-15 
           2   0.6340276525969E+02 0.6340276525969E+02 0.1681021481121E-14 
           3   0.1949924972729E+03 0.1949924972729E+03 0.7287898208366E-15 
           4   0.1784530116042E+03 0.1784530116042E+03 0.2866809392279E-14 
           5   0.1838476034946E+04 0.1838476034946E+04 0.1731451156119E-14 
 Comparison of RMS-norms of solution error 
           1   0.2996408568547E+02 0.2996408568547E+02 0.8299601066640E-15 
           2   0.2819457636500E+01 0.2819457636500E+01 0.7875436823397E-15 
           3   0.7347341269877E+01 0.7347341269877E+01 0.4835373161943E-15 
           4   0.6713922568778E+01 0.6713922568778E+01 0.5291561888607E-15 
           5   0.7071531568839E+02 0.7071531568839E+02 0.6028759644299E-15 
 Comparison of surface integral 
               0.2603092560489E+02 0.2603092560489E+02 0.1364804975715E-15 
 Verification Successful 
 
 
 LU Benchmark Completed. 
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 Class           =                        A 
 Size            =             64x  64x  64 
 Iterations      =                      250 
 Time in seconds =                   490.21 
 Total processes =                        1 
 Compiled procs  =                        1 
 Mop/s total     =                   243.36 
 Mop/s/process   =                   243.36 
 Operation type  =           floating point 
 Verification    =               SUCCESSFUL 
 Version         =                      2.4 
 Compile date    =              07 Dec 2006 
 
 Compile options: 
    MPIF77       = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpif77 
    FLINK        = $(MPIF77) 
    FMPI_LIB     = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a  
    FMPI_INC     = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
    FFLAGS       = -O3  
    FLINKFLAGS   = (none) 
    RAND         = (none) 
 
 
NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.4 -- LU Benchmark 
On one node 
Size:  64x 64x 64 
 Iterations: 250 
 Number of processes:     8 
 
 Time step    1 
 Time step   20 
 Time step   40 
 Time step   60 
 Time step   80 
 Time step 100 
 Time step 120 
 Time step 140 
 Time step 160 
 Time step 180 
 Time step 200 
 Time step  220 
 Time step  240 
 Time step  250 
 
 Verification being performed for class A 
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 Accuracy setting for epsilon =  0.1000000000000E-07 
 Comparison of RMS-norms of residual 
           1   0.7790210760669E+03 0.7790210760669E+03 0.1473948646917E-13 
           2   0.6340276525969E+02 0.6340276525969E+02 0.5603404937070E-14 
           3   0.1949924972729E+03 0.1949924972729E+03 0.9036993778374E-14 
           4   0.1784530116042E+03 0.1784530116042E+03 0.1592671884599E-15 
           5   0.1838476034946E+04 0.1838476034946E+04 0.1137810759735E-13 
 Comparison of RMS-norms of solution error 
           1   0.2996408568547E+02 0.2996408568547E+02 0.9485258361874E-15 
           2   0.2819457636500E+01 0.2819457636500E+01 0.1354575133624E-13 
           3   0.7347341269878E+01 0.7347341269877E+01 0.7132175413867E-14 
           4   0.6713922568778E+01 0.6713922568778E+01 0.6614452360759E-15 
           5   0.7071531568839E+02 0.7071531568839E+02 0.1225847794341E-13 
 Comparison of surface integral 
               0.2603092560489E+02 0.2603092560489E+02 0.1364804975715E-15 
 Verification Successful 
 
 
 LU Benchmark Completed. 
 Class           =                        A 
 Size            =             64x 64x 64 
 Iterations      =                      250 
 Time in seconds =                   754.80 
 Total processes =                        8 
 Compiled procs =                        8 
 Mop/s total     =                   158.05 
 Mop/s/process   =                    19.76 
 Operation type =           floating point 
 Verification    =               SUCCESSFUL 
 Version         =                      2.4 
 Compile date    =              07 Dec 2006 
 
 Compile options: 
    MPIF77       = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpif77 
    FLANK        = $(MPIF77) 
    FMPI_LIB     = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a  
    FMPI_INC     = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
    FLAGS       = -O3  
    FLINKFLAGS   = (none) 
    RAND         = (none) 
 
 
NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.4 -- LU Benchmark 
 
One three nodes 
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 Size:  64x 64x 64 
 Iterations: 250 
 Number of processes:     2 
 
 Time step    1 
 Time step   20 
 Time step   40 
 Time step   60 
 Time step   80 
 Time step 100 
 Time step 120 
 Time step 140 
 Time step 160 
 Time step 180 
 Time step 200 
 Time step 220 
 Time step 240 
 Time step 250 
 
 Verification being performed for class A 
 Accuracy setting for epsilon =  0.1000000000000E-07 
 Comparison of RMS-norms of residual 
           1   0.7790210760669E+03 0.7790210760669E+03 0.1765819666108E-13 
           2   0.6340276525969E+02 0.6340276525969E+02 0.7620630714415E-14 
           3   0.1949924972729E+03 0.1949924972729E+03 0.5976076530860E-14 
           4   0.1784530116042E+03 0.1784530116042E+03 0.4778015653798E-15 
           5   0.1838476034946E+04 0.1838476034946E+04 0.1706716139603E-13 
 Comparison of RMS-norms of solution error 
           1   0.2996408568547E+02 0.2996408568547E+02 0.2015617401898E-14 
           2   0.2819457636500E+01 0.2819457636500E+01 0.2047613574083E-14 
           3   0.7347341269878E+01 0.7347341269877E+01 0.6527753768624E-14 
           4   0.6713922568778E+01 0.6713922568778E+01 0.5423850935823E-14 
           5   0.7071531568839E+02 0.7071531568839E+02 0.9846974085689E-14 
 Comparison of surface integral 
               0.2603092560489E+02 0.2603092560489E+02 0.2729609951429E-15 
 Verification Successful 
 
 
 LU Benchmark Completed. 
 Class           =                        A 
 Size            =             64x 64x 64 
 Iterations      =                      250 
 Time in seconds =                   266.76 
 Total processes =                        2 
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 Compiled procs =                        2 
 Mop/s total     =                   447.20 
 Mop/s/process   =                   223.60 
 Operation type =           floating point 
 Verification    =               SUCCESSFUL 
 Version         =                      2.4 
 Compile date    =              08 Dec 2006 
 
 Compile options: 
    MPIF77       = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpif77 
    FLINK        = $(MPIF77) 
    FMPI_LIB     = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a  
    FMPI_INC     = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
    FFLAGS       = -O3  
    FLINKFLAGS   = (none) 
    RAND         = (none) 
 
 
NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.4 -- CG Benchmark 
On two nodes 
 
 Size:      14000 
 Iterations:    15 
 Number of active processes:     2 
 Number of nonzeroes per row:       11 
 Eigenvalue shift: .200E+02 
 
   iteration           ||r||                 zeta 
        1       0.14794545594840E-12    19.9997581277040 
        2       0.13609323553804E-14    17.1140495745506 
        3       0.13393819662791E-14    17.1296668946143 
        4       0.13258866987131E-14    17.1302113581192 
        5       0.13208227153089E-14    17.1302338856353 
        6       0.12774624105655E-14    17.1302349879482 
        7       0.12460766003449E-14    17.1302350498916 
        8       0.12156793605628E-14    17.1302350537510 
        9       0.11867542778791E-14    17.1302350540101 
       10       0.11445663592605E-14    17.1302350540284 
       11       0.11206704122329E-14    17.1302350540298 
       12       0.10859111355709E-14    17.1302350540299 
       13       0.10496068571391E-14    17.1302350540299 
       14       0.10124071357311E-14    17.1302350540299 
       15       0.98256546275425E-15    17.1302350540299 
 Benchmark completed  
 VERIFICATION SUCCESSFUL  
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 Zeta is      0.171302350540E+02 
 Error is     0.891731133379E-12 
 
 
 CG Benchmark Completed. 
 Class           =                        A 
 Size            =                    14000 
 Iterations      =                       15 
 Time in seconds =                    10.53 
 Total processes =                        2 
 Compiled procs  =                        2 
 Mop/s total     =                   142.16 
 Mop/s/process   =                    71.08 
 Operation type  =           floating point 
 Verification    =               SUCCESSFUL 
 Version         =                      2.4 
 Compile date    =              07 Dec 2006 
 
 Compile options: 
    MPIF77       = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpif77 
    FLINK        = $(MPIF77) 
    FMPI_LIB     = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a  
    FMPI_INC     = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
    FFLAGS       = -O3  
    FLINKFLAGS   = (none) 
    RAND         = (none) 
 
 
NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.4 -- CG Benchmark 
On  Four nodes  
 Size:      14000 
 Iterations:    15 
 Number of active processes:     1 
 Number of nonzeroes per row:       11 
 Eigenvalue shift: .200E+02 
 
   Iteration           ||r||                 zeta 
        1       0.14505304936640E-12    19.9997581277040 
        2       0.13477269031001E-14    17.1140495745506 
        3       0.13229032347393E-14    17.1296668946143 
        4       0.12993594463210E-14    17.1302113581192 
        5       0.12810836662383E-14    17.1302338856353 
        6       0.12403181468112E-14    17.1302349879482 
        7       0.12083322420390E-14    17.1302350498916 
        8       0.11921959460602E-14    17.1302350537510 
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        9       0.11537307552415E-14    17.1302350540101 
       10       0.11081084909291E-14    17.1302350540284 
       11       0.10893788760402E-14    17.1302350540298 
       12       0.10526690374215E-14    17.1302350540299 
       13       0.10091140619444E-14    17.1302350540299 
       14       0.99208600447735E-15    17.1302350540299 
       15       0.91854649281717E-15    17.1302350540299 
 Benchmark completed  
 VERIFICATION SUCCESSFUL  
 Zeta is      0.171302350540E+02 
 Error is     0.891731133379E-12 
 
 
 CG Benchmark Completed. 
 Class           =                        A 
 Size            =                    14000 
 Iterations      =                       15 
 Time in seconds =                    11.90 
 Total processes =                        1 
 Compiled procs  =                        1 
 Mop/s total     =                   125.75 
 Mop/s/process   =                   125.75 
 Operation type  =           floating point 
 Verification    =               SUCCESSFUL 
 Version         =                      2.4 
 Compile date    =              07 Dec 2006 
 
 Compile options: 
    MPIF77       = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpif77 
    FLINK        = $(MPIF77) 
    FMPI_LIB     = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a  
    FMPI_INC     = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
    FFLAGS       = -O3  
    FLINKFLAGS   = (none) 
    RAND         = (none) 
  
 
NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.4 -- IS Benchmark 
On two nodes  
 Size:  8388608 (class A) 
 Iterations:   10 
 Number of processes:     4 
   Iteration 
        1 
        2 
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        3 
        4 
        5 
        6 
        7 
        8 
        9 
        10 
 IS Benchmark Completed 
 Class           =                        A 
 Size            =                  8388608 
 Iterations      =                       10 
 Time in seconds =                    17.04 
 Total processes =                        4 
 Compiled procs  =                        4 
 Mop/s total     =                     4.92 
 Mop/s/process   =                     1.23 
 Operation type  =              keys ranked 
 Verification    =               SUCCESSFUL 
 Version         =                      2.4 
 Compile date    =              07 Dec 2006 
 
 Compile options: 
    MPICC        = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpicc  
    CLINK        = $(MPICC) 
    CMPI_LIB     = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a   
    CMPI_INC     = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
    CFLAGS       = -O3  
    CLINKFLAGS   = (none) 
 
 
 NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.4 -- BT Benchmark  
 
 On Four Nodes 
 No input file inputbt.data. Using compiled defaults 
 Size:  12x 12x 12 
 Iterations:  60    dt:   0.010000 
 Number of active processes:     4 
 
 Time step    1 
 Time step   20 
 Time step   40 
 Time step   60 
 Verification being performed for class S 
 accuracy setting for epsilon =  0.1000000000000E-07 
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 Comparison of RMS-norms of residual 
           1 0.1703428370954E+00 0.1703428370954E+00 0.6110231010201E-13 
           2 0.1297525207004E-01 0.1297525207003E-01 0.5071043020101E-12 
           3 0.3252792698950E-01 0.3252792698949E-01 0.3816314884777E-12 
           4 0.2643642127514E-01 0.2643642127517E-01 0.8997635517686E-12 
           5 0.1921178413175E+00 0.1921178413174E+00 0.1220785182385E-12 
 Comparison of RMS-norms of solution error 
           1 0.4997691334580E-03 0.4997691334581E-03 0.1828809284561E-12 
           2 0.4519566678298E-04 0.4519566678296E-04 0.3302995557981E-12 
           3 0.7397376517295E-04 0.7397376517292E-04 0.3389333391388E-12 
           4 0.7382123863238E-04 0.7382123863244E-04 0.8496348319293E-12 
           5 0.8926963098749E-03 0.8926963098749E-03 0.1178089452905E-13 
 Verification Successful 
 BT Benchmark Completed. 
 Class           =                        S 
 Size            =             12x  12x  12 
 Iterations      =                       60 
 Time in seconds =                     0.62 
 Total processes =                        4 
 Compiled procs  =                        4 
 Mop/s total     =                   368.39 
 Mop/s/process   =                    92.10 
 Operation type  =           floating point 
 Verification    =               SUCCESSFUL 
 Version         =                      2.4 
 Compile date    =              10 Dec 2006 
 
 Compile options: 
    MPIF77       = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpif77 
    FLINK        = $(MPIF77) 
    FMPI_LIB     = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a  
    FMPI_INC     = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
    FFLAGS       = -O3  
 
 
NAS Parallel Benchmarks 2.4 -- EP Benchmark 
On Four Nodes 
 Number of random numbers generated:      33554432   
 Number of active processes:   4 
 
EP Benchmark Results: 
CPU Time =    2.7025 
N = 2^   24 
No. Gaussian Pairs =      13176389. 
Sums =    -3.247834652034437E+03   -6.958407078382637E+03 
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Counts: 
  0       6140517. 
  1       5865300. 
  2       1100361. 
  3         68546. 
  4          1648. 
  5            17. 
  6             0. 
  7             0. 
  8             0. 
  9             0. 
 EP Benchmark Completed. 
 Class           =                        S 
 Size            =                  33554432   
 Iterations      =                        0 
 Time in seconds =                     2.70 
 Total processes =                        4 
 Compiled procs  =                        4 
 Mop/s total     =                    12.42 
 Mop/s/process   =                     3.10 
 Operation type  = Random numbers generated 
 Verification    =               SUCCESSFUL 
 Version         =                      2.4 
 Compile date    =              10 Dec 2006 
 
 Compile options: 
    MPIF77       = /local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/bin/mpif77 
    FLINK        = $(MPIF77) 
    FMPI_LIB     = -L/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/lib/libmpich.a  
    FMPI_INC     = -I/local/sw/src/mpich-1.2.4/include 
    FFLAGS       = -O3  
    FLINKFLAGS   = (none) 
    RAND         = (none) 
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Appendix D MPI Description 
MPI Platform 
 
The attraction of Message Passing Interface is its use as a perfect transplant. The programs that 
match MPI can run on distributed multiprocessor systems, network workstations and also the 
composite parts of these systems. Furthermore, archiving share memory is possible.  
Message Passing Interface is completely suitable for normal MIMP program and is additionally 
suitable for SPMD program too.  
MPI provides many features such as portability, peak performance access, functionality and etc. 
All these features improve the performance on expandable parallel computer. Additionally, to 
implement MPI on upper layer of communication protocol among standard UNIX processor can 
provide portability to workstation cluster and different kinds of network workstations 
 
MPI Characters 
 
MPI has four most important characters: Communicator, Group, Context_id and Data Types. 
The communicator allocates a group of processes which share the same space. These process 
groups subsequently become the single Group of Communicator. 
Communicator is differentiated by its Context_id. Different Communicators in the same process 
have different Context_id, so that, Context_id is a sign to divide message. 
There are two aims for MPI with regards to Datatype: one is to support inhomogeneous 
architecture; the other is to authorize messages coming from the discrete memory area, for 
instance, it can transfer one column of array, or transfer value of the architecture. The type of 
each element of its architecture is different; each datatype defines the discrete data in message 
and its possible different data type. Datatype is created by basic passing data type when 
application program is implemented. 
 
MPI Basic Functions 
 
MPI is a complex system, including more than 200 functions, of which 30 functions are the most 
useful. However, usually we only use 6 of the functions when using the MPI program to solve 
problems. The 6 most basic functions as follows: 
  
     MPI_INIT:                   start MPI computation 
     MPI_FINALIZE:         stop MPI computation 
     MPI_COMM_SIZE     determine the numbers of process in a computation 
     MPI_COMM_RANK   determine the identifier of the current process 
     MPI_SEND                   send a message 
     MPI_RECV                   receive a message 
 
These head files have the similar functions with stdio.h, math.h and etc in Visual C++. 
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Collective Communication 
 
The Collective Communication is necessary between the progress groups in the MPI parallel 
program. This program includes Barrier, Broadcast Gather, Scatter, and Reduction. 
MPI_BARRIER               global synchronization 
MPI_BCAST                   broadcast data from root to all processes. 
MPI_GATHER                gather data from all processes to one process 
 MPI_SCATTER             Scatter several data from one process to all processes 
MPI_REDUC                  included sum, product, etc. 
 
 
MPI Programs Implementation 
      
The typical run routine is: mpirun –np <N > <program name and arguments> 

• -np    the number of processes ,actually  N  can be larger than the number of    physical                 
processors ,because  one processor can  run more than one processes 

Otherwise if needed one can choose some options like: 
• -arch          meaning the  specification of  the architecture 
• -machine    meaning the use of startup procedures for machine name 
• -h and –pl is not necessary to be used during program implementation, because they stand 

for command help file and the pool is allocated by the system as the default value.  
• -sz defines the number of physical nodes 
• -nolocal     only run on ch-p4 jobs; not therefore for the local machine 
• - allcups   using  all of cups on all the nodes 
• -t             for testing purposes only ,not really run 

There is no relationship between process and physical nodes, because it allows running multiple 
processes on one node. If –np is not assigned, and then the system will take the value of –sz. 
 
 
MPICH 
 
MPICH is the implementation of MPI and is a running environment of the MPI application 
program on various computing system architectures, such as cluster, parallel computing system.  
The MPICH versions on Mirkwood are mpich-1.2.3 and mpich-1.2.4. mpich-1.2.3 is not 
recommissioned since it is an old version can not implement HPL benchmark successfully.  
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Appendix E Random Number Generators of NPB 
 
This benchmark provides us with randi8, randi8_safe, randdp, randdpvec random number 
generator with and randi8 as the default generator, but in our measurements we can not use the 
randi8, must change to Randdp random number generator since Randi8 does not support for 64 
bit floating point arithmetic. 
 
Randi8: the compiler must support integer*8 and IAND since randi8 uses integer*8 arithmetic 
and fortran 90 IAND instrinsic arithmetic. In randi8 it makes an assumption of overflow bit 
discard by the hardware. 
Randi8_safe: uses the same compiler and same integer arithmetic with randi8, the difference 
being that it does not make assumption about overflow. 
  
Randdp: works with any system which is support for 64 bit floating point arithmetic and uses 
double precision arithmetic to simulate integer*8 arithmetic. 
 
Raddpvec. This random number generator is very similar to randdp but is much more easily 
written with vectorization / vectors 
 
 
 
 


